Photographs Documenting Christin Gilbert’s Emergency Transport from Women’s Health Care Services to Wesley Medical Center – January 13, 2005

Ambulance arrives at 9:07 AM
Photo by Judi Weldy

Ambulance departs WHCS for Wesley Medical Center at 9:14 AM, transporting a dying Christin Gilbert “code blue.” Photo by Judi Weldy

Witness Brenna Sullenger was so upset that she was shaking too badly to get a good photo as the EMTs unloaded the injured woman.
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Late-term abortionist George Tiller arrived at the hospital minutes after an ambulance rushed an injured woman from his abortion mill into the Emergency Room.
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Abortion worker Edna Roach arrived at the hospital in this vehicle owned by abortionist George Tiller.
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Tiller’s Jeep is pictured at the Wesley E parking lot with the ambulance that rushed Christin there in the background. Photo by Cheryl Sullenger.